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My Pioneer Spirit Mystery Quilt 

Month 6:              
 

Part 1: Using the fabric below …        
 

Remove from: 
Baggie C Baggie E Baggie G 

6 pcs. 
(0 pieces remaining) 

12 pcs. 
(0 pieces remaining) 

12 pcs. 
(0 pieces remaining) 

 
1. Lay out the rows from all Baggies in the order as shown below. Carefully watch the positioning of the HSTs 

in the rows from Baggie G. With right sides together, match and nest seams, pin to secure and stitch 
together.  
 

Please Note: If you worked with the ‘Yes, Scrappy Challenge Me!’ version when joining these rows, seams within 
these pieced 4-patch units may not all nest nicely. When pinning, twist the seam to ensure nesting and sew 
accordingly. 
 

 NOT doing the Scrappy Challenge version: Or  Yes, Scrappy Challenge Me! version: 
 

     
          
                                                  
2. Congratulations! A major clue has been solved! This sewn block was adapted from one called ‘Wishing Ring’ 

and should measure 15-1/2” x 15-1/2” unfinished. Trim to tidy if necessary. 
 

3. Place all blocks into or Label baggie: C  
 

Total Yield:  6 blocks 
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Part 2: Using the fabric below …        
 

Remove from: 
Baggie A Baggie B Baggie D 

10 Left pcs. 
(10 Right pcs. remaining) 

20 pcs. 
(10 pieces remaining) 

10 pcs. 
(0 pieces remaining) 

 

1. Lay out the pieces, selecting assorted fabrics from all Baggies as shown below. Carefully watch the 
positioning of the HSTs and the QST from Baggie D. With right sides together, pin to secure and stitch 
together. Press seams as indicated to one side.  

 

 NOT doing the Scrappy Challenge version: Or  Yes, Scrappy Challenge Me! version: 
 

 
 

2. Place all units into baggie: D  
 

Total Yield:  10 units 
 
 
Part 3: Using the fabric below …        
 

Fabric #3 Medium/Darks Cut (5 or more) assorted 5-1/2” x 5-1/2” squares. 
Subcut each square twice into triangles  .  10 pcs. 

Note: I did cut ‘more’ than 5 squares to increase the variety in the fabrics that I will need. 
 

1. Now continue with the following baggies: 

Remove from: 
Baggie B Baggie H 
10 pcs. 

(0 pieces remaining) 
10 pcs. 

(0 pieces remaining) 
 

 NOT doing the Scrappy Challenge version: Or  Yes, Scrappy Challenge Me! version: 
 

 
 

2. Place all units into baggie: B  
 

Total Yield 10 pcs. 
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Part 4: Using the fabric below …        
 

Remove 
from: 

Baggie A Baggie B Baggie D Baggie F Baggie I 
10 Right pcs. 

(0 pieces remaining) 
10 pcs. 

(0 pieces remaining) 
10 pcs. 

(0 pieces remaining) 
10 pcs. 

(0 pieces remaining) 
10 pcs. 

(0 pieces remaining) 
 

 NOT doing the Scrappy Challenge version: Or  Yes, Scrappy Challenge Me! version: 
 

 
 

Do these units look a somewhat familiar?  Place all units or label them baggie: A  
 

Total Yield 10 pcs. 
 
 
Part 5: Using the fabric below …        

Surprise! ‘My Pioneer Spirit’ quilt has an “on point” layout. This means that the blocks will be joined together 
forming diagonal rows. Please read through this section before proceeding.  
The ‘Queen’s Crown’ blocks (completed last month) are the Main Blocks. The ‘Wishing Ring’ blocks (in Baggie B) 
are the Alternate Blocks and the pieced triangle units in Baggie A are the Side Triangles as indicated on the 
diagrams. Refer to complete diagram on the following page for the correct placement of these blocks. 
 
Seeing that our project is scrappy with a large number of assorted fabrics, the use of a design wall or large 
surface will be paramount to laying out the blocks for the quilt center.  This will enable you to step back and 
study the layout and ensure that all blocks are positioned as you would like them. This is also your opportunity 
to move blocks around to balance colours or to separate similar fabrics.  
 
1. The red dashed lines designate the single diagonal rows that will be used to construct the quilt center. Begin 

by carefully joining blocks in their rows with right sides together, matching edges and nesting seams. Pin 
accurately before stitching. Stitch carefully with 1/4" seam, guiding seam so any points will not be cut off. 
Please Note: If you worked with the ‘Yes, Scrappy Challenge Me!’ version you will notice that not all seams 
of the pieced 4-patch units when matched to other seams, may not all nest nicely. When pinning, twist the 
seam to ensure nesting and sew accordingly. 
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2. Attach the Baggie A triangle to the ends of the rows as indicated in the diagram, matching seams and 
pinning to secure. Follow the diagram carefully for the correct positioning of these units. Join by stitching 
from the straight corner towards the point of the triangle.  
 

3. The arrows designate the direction to press the seams within each row; this will be ideally towards the 
‘Wishing Ring’ alternate block. In some places the seam may have to be 'twisted' in order to accommodate 
the points for specific blocks. This is okay.  
 

4. Return sewn row back to its original position within the layout and repeat this procedure with remaining 
blocks to make all diagonal rows as shown.  

 
5. Now join together the long sewn diagonal rows to assemble the entire quilt center. With right sides 

together, join diagonal rows by pinning to secure at matching seams, centers, and points for the entire row 
before stitching. Sew carefully.  
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6. Pressing these seams can be a bit tricky. Seams can be pressed in one direction but ideally to relieve bulk 
they should be pressed towards the ‘Wishing Ring’ alternate block as before BUT if necessary, press along 
and twist the seam to nest matching seams to relieve any bulk as you go and protect those points. There is 
not a ‘perfect’ way to press at this point. Once joined this will form the quilt center as per the diagram. 
 
 

Part 6: What about those Quilt Corners?        
This is where your individual tastes will shine. Below I have provided you with 3 choices, for which you will chose 
one, in order to finish your quilt. Yes, there is more cutting in Option 3 but if that is 
your preferred look, no work is too much, right? 
 
Corner Option 1: Leave it as it is. I liked the unexpected look of the angled (missing) 
corners. I can imagine that a Pioneer quilter exclaimed “it is done” and left it at that, 
especially if the bed is a four-poster. For this option, top would be quilted and the 
binding would be applied just like a regular straight sided quilt. 
 
 
Corner Option 2: If you would like to square up those corners but in an easy, no fuss 
way, you can do the following:  
 

Fabric #2 Lights Cut (2) assorted 11-1/2” x 11-1/2” squares. 
Subcut each square once into triangles   .  4 pcs. 

 

To attach cut triangles, find center of long edge of triangle and match to center of 
block side at corner of quilt top. Pin to secure and stitch carefully. Points will extend 
beyond edges of block. Press seam towards the joined triangle. Once joined, use a 
large square ruler to square up the corners to a perfect 90-degees. 
 
 

Corner Option 3: If you would like to square up those corners and have it look as if the alternate block was used, 
you can cut the following:  
 

Fabric #2 Lights 

A: Cut (12) assorted 3-1/2” x 3-1/2” squares. 12 pcs. 

B: Cut (2) assorted 5-1/2” x 5-1/2” squares. 
Subcut each square twice into triangles  . 8 pcs. 

C: Cut (4) assorted 3-1/8” x 3-1/8” squares. 
Subcut each square once into triangles   . 8 pcs. 

Fabric #3 Medium/Darks 
D: Cut (12) assorted 3-1/2” x 3-1/2” squares. 12 pcs. 

E: Cut (5) assorted 3-1/8” x 3-1/8” squares. 
Subcut each square once into triangles   . 8 pcs. 

 
1. Following the diagram to the LEFT, position the assorted 

cut pieces exactly as shown. Begin by joining the pieces 
into the diagonal rows as shown by the red dashed lines.  

 

2. Make 4. Pressing the seams will be a bit tricky since 
there is extra piecing and whichever way it is done, 
seams will have to be twisted when pressing to nest. 
Note that the arrows are suggested on the outer edge in 
order to nest with the adjoining Main Block. 
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Part 7: The Final Finishing Touches…        
 

Quilting and Finishing  
1. Prepare backing fabric and layer with batting. Backing and batting should be 6” larger than the quilt top.  

 

2. Baste quilt top, backing and batting layers to prevent any shifting during the quilting process. 
 
3. Using the quilting method of your choice, the quilt can now be quilted. 
 
 

Adding the Binding             
I prefer a continuous binding method and cut the fabric on the cross-grain (from selvedge to selvedge) for 
straight sided quilts such as this. If the fabric is striped or checked – then bias cut strips are recommended.  
 
1. Lay quilted quilt on a flat surface and using the long ruler, trim the excess batting and backing 1/4” away 

from quilt top. Make sure all quilt corners are perfect 90-degrees. At corners trim batting at a 45-degree 
angle. 

 

 
 

 
2. From the binding fabric, cut the number of required strips from selvedge to 

selvedge 2-1/4” wide (or a preferred width of 2-1/2” for binding). Join all 
strips together as per diagram using a 45-degree seam. Trim seams to 1/4” and press open.  

 

3. With right sides out, fold and press in half lengthwise, matching raw edges. 
 
4. Leaving a 7” binding tail and matching raw edges to quilt top, begin along one side 

and sew binding to the quilt’s edge using walking foot and 1/4” seam allowance. 
Stop sewing 1/4” from corner of quilt. Remove quilt from the machine and miter at 
corners by folding strip up (vertically) making a 45-degree angle on corner, pin. 
Bring binding straight back down, folding so this new fold is at the outer edge of the 
quilt and raw edges are now even with the next side and pin. Begin sewing from 
the outside edge a 1/4” seam along this new side.  

 

5. Continue stitching binding and mitering all four corners until about 12” away from 
starting point. Backstitch to secure leaving a tail of binding. Remove from machine.  

 

6. In the unstitched area, overlap end and beginning tail of 
binding strip. Measure and mark overlap at 2-1/4” (or 2-
1/2” if used) as per diagram. Snip excess end at mark. 

 

7. Open folded binding ends and with right sides together as in #2, stitch using a 45-
degree angled seam. Trim seams to 1/4” and press open and repress fold of binding 
matching raw edges. Pin to quilt edge as this should now lay flat and finish stitching seam.  

 

8. Fold binding over to the back and begin hand stitching. The folded edge of the binding should meet with the 
stitching of the seam line. Form a folded miter at the corners in the opposite direction from the front and 
continue stitching around the quilt. 

 

Congratulations, your quilt is finished!  
We hope you enjoyed this unique quilting experience and the journey back  

to our quilting heritage to ‘bust’ that stash.  

Fabric #1 Primary Dark Cut  (8) strips 2-1/4” wide x 42” WOF 
(or preferred width of 2-1/2” for binding) 
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	10 pcs.
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	10 pcs.
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